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Context
P2P networks: target & support of malicious activities
Weakness: no central authority & malicious peer’s behaviors
Pollution decreases P2P QoE
Pollution can be used to spread malicious content (paedophile
content, malware, etc.)
Contributions
Identification of a new form of pollution
Design of detection mechanisms
Quantification through large scale data measurements
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Example of a clean file
Figure: Example of consistent filenames retrieved from the responding
sources for a clean file
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Example of a polluted file
Figure: Part of conflicting filenames retrieved from the responding
sources for a polluted file
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Pollution
The index falsification pollution
Specific to KAD’s double indexing scheme
Consists in indexing a file through many unrelated filenames
Wrong filenames are made popular
Very harmful: can link regular names to malicious contents
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Similarity metric for pollution detection
Tversky similarity coefficient
X and Y two sets of keywords
X: keywords composing the desired filename
Y: keywords composing a filename retrieved from a source
S(X ,Y ) =
|X ∩ Y |
|X ∩ Y |+ α ∗ |X − Y |+ β ∗ |Y − X |
∈ [0, 1] (1)
Pollution coefficient
Pollution coefficient P computed for each file X
From all filenames Yi retrieved from the sources
P(X ) = 1−
∑n
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Metric’s parameters and validation
Experts evaluate the different filenames and tag files as polluted,
clean or unclassified
Parameters to best match experts’ votes:
P(X) < 0.3 = clean; P(X) > 0.7 = polluted
Error rates: false positives: 3.5%, false negatives: 0.8%
False positives: because of localized names
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Data collection
Large data collection
Based on a top 100 of the most downloaded contents in 2010
From a major BitTorrent indexation websitea (> one hundred
million searchs a year)
For each content: investigation of the 20 most popular files
Collection of all existing filenames for 2000 popular files
ahttp://www.kickasstorrents.com/
Filenames retrieval
External to the KAD DHT
Need one TCP connection by source
300s to find almost all sources
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Quantification of KAD’s pollution
Type Quantification (%)
No responding source (index poisoning) 20.5
Polluted (index falsification) 41.1
Clean 28.6
Unclassified 9.6





Table: Content terms found in index falsification
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Conclusion
Our detection metric
Is efficient: low error rate and computional cost
Can be applied online
Quantification of pollution
KAD popular contents are highly polluted (> 41%) by index
falsification
Pollution can spread harmfull contents
Future work
Time evolution of pollution
Countermeasures against index falsification
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